
Birds fill our world with bright colors and

sweet songs. But sometimes people do

things that make it hard for them to live

and grow.

In simple yet informative language,

award-winning children’s science writer

Melissa Stewart introduces readers to some

of the ways human action or inaction can

affect bird populations. More than just a

book about birds, A PLACE FOR BIRDS will

open readers’ minds to a wide range of

environmental issues. 

Describing various examples—from the

crested honeycreeper of Hawaii to the

Florida scrub jay—the text provides an

intriguing look at certain birds of the

United States, at the ecosystems that 

support their survival, and at the efforts 

of some people to save them. 

At the end of the book, the author offers

readers a list of things they can do to help

protect these special creatures in their own

communities.

Artist Higgins Bond’s glorious full-color

illustrations vividly and accurately depict

the birds and their surroundings.
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150 books for elemen-
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winning titles. The idea for these books
came to her while she was writing an
article for a magazine. She wanted young
readers to understand how their choices
and actions can have a direct impact on
birds and the other creatures that share
our world. Melissa lives in eastern
Massachusetts.
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received a B.F.A from
the Memphis College 
of Art. Her artwork has
been exhibited at The
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venues. She has produced illustrations for
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BIRDS
A PLACE FOR

Birds have lived on the earth for around 150 million years. 

Find out what we can do to make sure that there is always…

“An accessible introduction to environmental issues…. Put this one in
the hands of budding scientists, environmentalists and nature lovers.”
—Kirkus Reviews

� NSTA/CBC Outstanding Science Trade Books for Students K–12
� Bank Street Best Children’s Books of the Year
� Green Earth Book Award, Honor Picture Book

Look for the other titles 
in the A PLACE FOR… series

A Place for Bats
A Place for Butterflies
A Place for Fish
A Place for Frogs
A Place for Turtles

Children’s nonfiction / Nature
www.peachtree-online.com

A PLACE FOR BIRDS

Some birds
are losing
their homes 
to wild pigs?

Some birds
lay their eggs
on beaches?

Some birds
are now 
flourishing 
on an air

reserve base?

DID YOU KNOW THAT…

978-1-56145-839-4 $16.95
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For Vicky Holifield, whose incredible 

editorial vision first saw the potential 

in my picture book manuscripts.

—M. S.

This is for Countess and Fred

Metcalf. Their love, care, and

kindness gave me wings.

—H. B.
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If we work together to help these amazing

winged creatures, there will always be a place

for birds.

Birds fill our world with bright colors and sweet songs. 

But sometimes people do things that make it hard for them 

to live and grow.
FEATHERS AND FLIGHT

A bird’s most exceptional 

feature is its feathers. They help

a bird stay warm and dry, hide

from enemies, and attract

mates. Most important of all,

feathers help a bird fly. Air

flows smoothly over a bird’s

wing feathers. A bird uses its tail

feathers to steer, slow down,

and keep its balance.

Great blue heron adult and chicks
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When people set aside and protect parts of the beach, 

birds can live and grow.

Like all living things, birds need safe places to raise their young. 

Many birds lay their eggs close to the ocean.

PIPING PLOVER

Piping plovers lay their

eggs on beaches. Because 

the eggs and chicks blend in

with their sandy surroundings,

sunbathers and joggers may step

on them by accident. In the late

1980s, people began fencing off

some beach areas while the little

birds raise their young. By 2010,

the plover population had

begun to recover.
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